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Abstract
People are increasingly turning to social media for their news and for sharing and discussing news with others. Simultane‐
ously, media organizations are becoming platform‐dependent and posting short forms of their news on their social media
sites in the hope that audiences will not only consume this news but also comment on and share it. This article joins
other media and journalism studies exploring this phenomenon through a relational approach to media audiences to bet‐
ter understand how media organizations, particularly newspapers, are cultivating relationships with audiences via social
media. Drawing on public relations theory about organization–public relationships, the article examines how news organi‐
zations nurture relationships with audiences via social media, such as through engagement and dialogic communication
strategies. This article empirically examines organization–public relationships strategies (disclosure, access, information
dissemination, and engagement) of nine newspapers with the largest reach in Australia, the US, and the UK. A content
analysis is conducted of these newspapers’ posts (total 1807) published in March 2021 on their Twitter and Facebook sites
to identify and examine these strategies. Findings show that their social media accounts are predominantly used for news
dissemination rather than audience engagement. The implications are that although media professionals are frequently
distributing news content among their audiences via their social media sites, they are not adequately engaging with them.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
Audiences increasingly turn to social media as their main
source of news (Newman et al., 2021, p. 10), and sub‐
sequently consume, share, and discuss news through
social media. News organizations recognise this emerg‐
ing practice and build business models and distribution
strategies to tap into this trend. Accordingly, we posi‐
tion this study within media work research (Deuze, 2007;
Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011) that examines how news
media organizations plan, produce, disseminate, and pro‐
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mote their news content through social media (Malmelin
& Villi, 2017; Villi et al., 2016; Villi & Noguera‐Vivo,
2017). While much of media work research has exam‐
ined the audience role in the creation and production
of news through social media and other digital environ‐
ments (Malmelin & Villi, 2016, 2017), we limit our study
to news distribution (Napoli, 2009; Oeldorf‐Hirsch &
Sundar, 2012; Villi et al., 2016). We view distribution not
as the media organization’s dissemination (publication)
of news, but rather as a collaborative effort between out‐
lets and their audiences spreading and promoting news.
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Thus, we focus on how media organizations become
involved in marketing efforts (Malmelin & Villi, 2017)
through social media to expand the reach and impact
of their content. Accordingly, we treat audiences not
only as consumers who passively receive media content
but also as participants engaging with the content of
media organizations, such as through sharing, comment‐
ing, and applying sentiment judgments to media content
in social media. In doing so, they unintentionally take
part in media work through the distribution and promo‐
tion of content.
However, technology platforms have added deep lev‐
els of complexity to the media work of news distri‐
bution conducted in social media (Lewis & Molyneux,
2018). Taking these platform‐dependency challenges
into account, this study contributes to an emerging
media‒audience relational approach (Hepp, 2020; Hepp
& Loosen, 2019; Lewis et al., 2014; Picard, 2011; Villi &
Picard, 2019) which offers insight into, and argues for
the importance of, news outlets’ mutually beneficial rela‐
tions with their audiences. However, in the literature
on this approach, communication strategies to develop
these mutually beneficial relations have not yet received
scholarly attention. Accordingly, this study draws on rela‐
tionship theory in public relations research to examine
four relationship‒cultivation strategies of media orga‐
nizations in social media, namely disclosure, access,
information dissemination, and engagement. This study
examined 904 Facebook posts and 903 tweets published
in March 2021 by nine of the more popular newspapers
in Australia, the US, and the UK to identify and exam‐
ine their use of these relationship‒cultivation strategies
in social media. Findings show that these newspapers
predominantly made use of information dissemination
strategies to cultivate relationships with audiences. This
is not surprising, given that media outlets are in the
business of disseminating news. However, engagement
strategies were not well used, suggesting that although
news outlets would like to engage more with audiences,
they are not doing so.
This article is structured as follows. It begins
with a discussion of platform companies’ influence
in media‒audience relationships, followed by a brief
review of current journalism research about a relational
approach to media audiences. It then integrates pub‐
lic relations theory into this discussion to show how
media organizations can nurture audience relationships
through relationship cultivation strategies implemented
in social media. Finally, it describes the empirical data
and discusses the findings within the context of a rela‐
tional approach to media work.
2. Audience Relations via Social Media Platforms
The way platform companies like Google and Facebook
both support and muzzle media work is an issue of
growing interest to media organizations (e.g., Meese &
Hurcombe, 2020). As third parties mediating, facilitat‐
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ing, and sometimes dictating the economic relationship
between media outlets and their audiences, platform
companies pose both problems and opportunities for
the news media. For example, they help news outlets
spread their news to wider audiences and as a result this
offers the potential for financial rewards for media com‐
panies, such as more advertising revenues and more dig‐
ital subscriptions. However, the challenge is that closer
ties between the two makes news organizations more
dependent on these platforms for audience traffic (Bell,
2018; Bell & Owen, 2017) and this restricts the media’s
autonomy (Gans, 1979) and its editorial independence
(e.g., as the primary gatekeeper of news in society).
These platforms often change their algorithms and
features, which can reduce the number of users view‐
ing and reading news content. While new outlets’ web‐
sites and apps enable them to maintain gatekeeping
control over the reach and spread of their news, their
social media accounts—through software features and
algorithms—force some restrictions over who sees and
consumes their news, which means these platform com‐
panies exercise a great deal of control over news out‐
lets’ relationships with their audiences. As observed by
Hermida (2020, p. 477) “platforms, then, serve as algo‐
rithmic gatekeepers of the public’s attention.” These pro‐
prietary algorithms give platform companies power over
the promotion and deletion or suppression of different
types of news stories.
Media organizations and their audiences have con‐
tributed to the coupling of platforms with news con‐
sumption and distribution processes (Newman et al.,
2021; Nielsen & Schrøder, 2014) and this has thus embed‐
ded platforms in media‒audience relations. In 2019,
55% of US adults often or sometimes obtained news
from social media (predominantly Facebook; Shearer
& Grieco, 2019). Kalsnes and Larsson (2018) find that
Twitter is used more to follow and share breaking news,
whereas on Facebook the news often is softer and
stories‐based. Twitter is also defined as more news‐
oriented whereas Facebook is considered more as a
social network and is used more for marketing purposes
(Ju et al., 2014; Kalsnes & Larsson, 2018).
Media‒audience relations are very dependent on
news engagement on social media platforms. In this arti‐
cle we focus on engagement as audience participation
in user‐distributed content rather than user‐generated
content (for previous work on user‐distributed content
see Villi & Noguera‐Vivo, 2017). Dutceac Segesten et al.
(2020) define engagement on Facebook as constituting
three distinct, yet interrelated, behaviours that influence
news consumption and distribution on that platform:
visual attention, news selection, and distribution. Once a
user has observed a news post on Facebook (attention),
that user can then select it by clicking the post to read the
full story. The final engagement step involves the user
sharing the post with their network of peers, which con‐
tributes to the distribution of the news on social media.
Of course, a user’s decision over what news to share is
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based on multiple factors, such as fear of criticism from
members of social networks (Dutceac Segesten et al.,
2020, p. 5).
Gaining audience attention is important. News media
seek to gather more audience for their news and traffic
to their online news sites through social media (Ju et al.,
2014). Social media platforms like Facebook enable news
outlets to use tactics such as “engineering headlines to
include emotional directives for readers (to click or like
and share) and creating digestible and relatable content
that could be easily shared among users” (Caplan & boyd,
2018, p. 5).
As stated above, platforms have limited media out‐
lets’ control over not only gaining attention, but also
news distribution. Although news outlets traditionally
controlled the dissemination of their news through their
channels (e.g., printed newspapers and TV and radio
broadcasts), technology has forced them to add other
means of dissemination (i.e., distribution) such as via
their websites, apps, and social media accounts. For clar‐
ity, we refer to dissemination as the news outlet’s ini‐
tial publication or broadcast of news and distribution as
the post‐dissemination process involving the news outlet
and its audience promoting the news (such as through
posting news headlines and subsequent sharing, liking,
and commenting in social media), whether intention‐
ally or not. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the posi‐
tioning of dissemination, distribution, and engagement
within the overall process of news production, dissemi‐
nation and distribution processes adapted from Dutceac
Segesten et al. (2020).
3. A Relational Approach to Media Work With
Audiences via Social Media
Acknowledging these third‐party complexities in the
economic relationship between news organizations and
their audiences, this study builds on an emerging rela‐
tional orientation to media work in social media. Picard
(2011) and Villi and Picard (2019) draw attention to inno‐
vative newspaper business models that focus on building
and nurturing value‐creating relationships with readers
and other newspaper stakeholders. They advise media
companies to adopt an audience‐first strategy (Lehtisaari
et al., 2018) to develop higher‐level relationships with
audiences based on “mutual respect and the pursuit of
joint benefit” (Villi & Picard, 2019, p. 126).
Another emerging strand of journalism research that
offers insight into a media‒audience relational approach
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is reciprocal journalism (Lewis et al., 2014) or mutu‐
ally beneficial exchanges between journalists and audi‐
ences. Lewis et al. (2014) describe reciprocal journalism
as “a way of imagining how journalists might develop
more mutually beneficial relationships with audiences”
(p. 229; see also Coddington et al., 2018). They hypoth‐
esize that reciprocal forms of journalism could be of
three overlapping types: direct exchanges between jour‐
nalists and audiences (e.g., one‐to‐one social media con‐
versation); indirect exchanges that are more generalized,
one‐to‐many and intended for community benefit; and
sustained exchanges that have an enduring dimension,
build relationships over time and lay the groundwork for
future interactions (Lewis et al., p. 561). Research has
shown that if journalists deliberately seek to develop
mutually beneficial relationships with audiences, the
public will reciprocate more positively, such as with
favourable comments (Borger et al., 2016; Harte et al.,
2017; Reader, 2018).
More recently, studies by Hepp (2020) and Hepp
and Loosen (2019) refer to a figurational approach in
which relations between journalists and audiences are
“characterized by more or less congruent mutual expec‐
tations about what journalism should deliver and what
audiences might expect, and the more or less mutu‐
ally visible practices that emerge as a result” (Hepp &
Loosen, 2019, p. 57). However, in reality, the paradox is
that although news organizations have offered a grow‐
ing number of participatory spaces and features, journal‐
ists are often reluctant to engage with audiences (Hepp
& Loosen, 2019, p. 57). Holton et al. (2016) suggest that
media organizations and journalists are in general reluc‐
tant to pursue relational ties with audiences, largely due
to the media’s in‐built deference to professional auton‐
omy (Gans, 1979). They state that “there is an enduring
tension between maintaining professional control of the
news information environment, as a key aspect of jour‐
nalists’ occupational role, and developing more dialog‐
ical relationships with users via digital media” (Holton
et al., 2016, p. 851).
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4. Media Organizations’ Relationship‐Cultivation
Strategies via Social Media
What is missing in this emerging media‒audience rela‐
tional perspective are communication strategies to
implement these mutually beneficial relationships in
social media. Thus, to expand understanding of media
work undertaken through media‒audience relationships
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Figure 1. News production, dissemination, and engagement process on Facebook, adapted from Dutceac Segesten et al.
(2020).
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operationalized via social media, this study draws on the
theory about organization‒public relationships (OPR; Ki
& Hon, 2009) from public relations literature, the second
most frequently used theory in public relations scholar‐
ship (Sallot et al., 2003). OPRs have been defined as the
“(state which exists between an organization and its key
publics in which the actions of either entity impact the
economic, social, political, and/or cultural well‐being of
the other entity” (Bruning & Ledingham, 1999, p. 160).
OPR research has examined relationship antecedents,
relationship outcomes, and relationship‒cultivation or
relationship maintenance strategies (Grunig & Huang,
2000; Hon & Grunig, 1999). OPR research has shown that
relationships contribute to loyalty and satisfaction with
an organization’s products and services (Ledingham &
Bruning, 1998; Ledingham et al., 1999).
In this study, we examine media outlets’ relation‐
ship‒cultivation strategies, which are an organization’s
communication efforts aimed at nurturing mutually‐
beneficial relationships with audiences (Grunig & Huang,
2000). These strategies include positivity, disclosure,
social networks, access, assurance, information dissem‐
ination, and engagement. Positivity is defined as “any‐
thing the organization or public does to make the rela‐
tionship more enjoyable for the parties involved” (Hon
& Grunig, 1999, p. 14). Assurances relate to “attempts
by parties in the relationship to assure the other par‐
ties that they and their concerns are legitimate” (Hon
& Grunig, 1999, p. 15). Social networks involve “orga‐
nizations’ and publics’ sharing in solving joint or sepa‐
rate problems” (Hon & Grunig, 1999, p. 14). Shin et al.
(2015) define four strategies in their study of OPRs
in Facebook: disclosure, access, information dissemina‐
tion, and engagement. Disclosure is measured through
evidence of an organization’s disclosure of information
about itself, such as its management structure, finan‐
cial situation, and mistakes. Terms such as openness and
transparency describe this dimension. Access refers to an
organization’s availability to the public and this can be
measured through evidence of the range of contact infor‐
mation made available to the public. Information dissem‐
ination refers to the extent to which an organization pro‐
vides information useful to its public, such as informa‐
tion about its products and services. Engagement refers
to the extent to which an organization actively engages
in conversations with its audiences and welcomes their
feedback. The definition of engagement on Facebook by
Dutceac Segesten et al. (2020) provided above offers fur‐
ther insight into this strategy.
The advent of social media shifted the empha‐
sis in OPR scholarship from an overwhelmingly mass‐
mediated approach to a much more conversational,
relationship‐building approach (Kelleher, 2009). It also
transitioned the conceptualization of OPR communica‐
tion from “monologue (one‐to‐many) to dialogue (many‐
to‐many)” (Hansen et al., 2011, p. 12). Indeed, OPR
research is aided by the concept of dialogic communi‐
cation (Wilcox & Cameron, 2009). Organizations apply
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dialogic communication by listening to their audiences,
having a positive regard for them, and being willing
to change in response to audience wishes (De Bussy,
2010). Digital media, including social media, enable
organizations to not only disseminate information to
audiences but also interact with them through feed‐
back or dialogic loops (Kent & Taylor, 1998; Lillqvist &
Louhiala‐Salminen, 2014).
Social media sites have been found to be much more
suitable for dialogic communication and relationship‐
building (Shin et al., 2015). Dialogic communication fea‐
tures in Facebook include ease of interface, usefulness
of information, and links to the organization’s home
page (Bortree & Seltzer, 2009; Shin et al., 2015, p. 189).
However, studies have suggested that organizations are
not adequately using these features for dialogic com‐
munication and relationship‐building (Bortree & Seltzer,
2009; Shin et al., 2015). Organizations also are not tak‐
ing advantage of Twitter for dialogic communication and
relationship‐building (Lovejoy et al., 2012; Rybalko &
Seltzer, 2010). Instead, organizations predominantly are
using both Facebook and Twitter for information dissem‐
ination (Shin et al., 2015).
We identify OPR strategies of disclosure and infor‐
mation dissemination as dimensions of uni‐directional
communication (Shin et al., 2015) because they repre‐
sent an organization choosing to provide its public with
information about itself. We consider the OPR strategy
of access as a dimension between uni‐directional and
dialogic communication; on the one hand, the public
can gain access to the organization’s contact informa‐
tion and thus communicate one‐on‐one with the orga‐
nization, yet, on the other hand, the organization does
not necessarily proactively engage in stimulating and
maintaining conversations with the public when provid‐
ing this information. The OPR strategy of engagement
is considered a two‐directional dialogic communication
(Shin et al., 2015, p. 191) because it represents the
organization’s purposeful stimulation and maintenance
of conversations.
5. Method and Data
In this study we address the research question: How
do newspapers nurture relationships with audiences
through their social media sites? To examine this ques‐
tion, we conducted a content analysis of Facebook and
Twitter posts of nine newspapers located in Australia, the
US, and the UK to identify OPR strategies. We selected
these countries because of their similarities as large
Western democratic societies with an Anglosphere back‐
ground. These selected newspapers were among the
five largest within their countries by circulation, located
in three of the largest Anglosphere countries, and
included: The New York Times (US), New York Post
(US), USA Today (US), The Wall Street Journal (US),
The Daily Telegraph (Australia), The Sydney Morning
Herald (Australia), The Courier‐Mail (Australia), Herald
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Sun (Australia) and Metro (UK). The selected US news‐
papers reach 426,000 to 1.6 million readers. Their com‐
bined reach is 3.5 million readers (Statista, 2019). The cir‐
culation of the UK‐based newspaper Metro was 1.4 mil‐
lion in 2020 (Mayhew, 2020). Detailed information on the
circulation of Australian newspapers is currently difficult
to obtain. The total number of selected Australian news‐
paper audiences’ readership in 2019 has been calculated
to be approximately 3.6 million (Burnie, 2020).
Facebook and Twitter are two of the most used
social media platforms for news consumption (Shearer
& Gottfried, 2017). Twitter profiles of these newspapers
provided information about the number of followers, the
date when the newspaper joined Twitter, and a link to
the news site. The Facebook profiles were more descrip‐
tive, offering information such as the nature of the busi‐
ness, customer service details, and a link to the news site.
Newspapers with the largest Facebook following were
The New York Times (17.9 million), USA Today (9 mil‐
lion), The Wall Street Journal (6.7 million), New York
Post (4.7 million), and Metro (3 million). Newspapers
with the largest Twitter following were The New York
Times (49.8 million), The Wall Street Journal (18.8 mil‐
lion), USA Today (4.3 million), New York Post (2.1 million),
and The Sydney Morning Herald (836,000).
For the analysis we had two units: the Facebook page
(N = 9) and the Twitter account of the newspapers (N = 9).
For each Facebook page and Twitter account the most
recent post or tweet were read and coded until approx‐
imately 100 posts and 100 tweets were coded (overall
200 items per newspaper). Overall, the data consisted
of screenshots of 904 Facebook posts and 903 Twitter
tweets (overall 1807 screenshots). The screenshots were
collected between 13th and 26th March 2021. A sam‐
pling interval of every third post and tweet was deter‐
mined and applied.
The codebook and coding were based on the mea‐
surement items used by Shin et al. (2015) to identify
four organizational relationship cultivation and dialogic
communication strategies: disclosure, access, informa‐
tion dissemination, and engagement. These four strate‐
gies (i.e., OPR strategies) were identified in our study
as categories, and the measurement items identifying
these categories were critically reviewed and their suit‐
ability as such for this study was evaluated during coding.
This was important to do because, in comparison to most
types of organizations, media organizations’ core busi‐
ness, whether public media or privately owned enter‐
prises, is specialized to disseminate social, economic,
and political information to their audiences and is built
around constant (hourly and daily) news flows. News
organizations are distinct from normal types of orga‐
nizations in that they are information intermediaries
(Deephouse & Heugens, 2009) positioned at the centre
of society‐wide information‐exchange processes and net‐
works. As such, these infomediaries are formal organi‐
zations that provide mediated information to audiences
(Hirsch, 1977; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). News outlets’
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core product, therefore, is the news, and these organi‐
zations develop strategies to publish (i.e., disseminate)
and then promote their product on social media. Figure 1
illustrates the positioning of the last two OPR strategies
of information dissemination and engagement within
the news business’ news production, dissemination, and
engagement process.
As a result of this critical reflection of our codes, dur‐
ing the coding process no items related to the access
category were found within newspaper posts them‐
selves. In other words, although contact information was
made available to the public on the news outlets’ social
media pages, we did not find contact information pub‐
lished in their posts. When examining how users can
contact news outlets directly using the message fea‐
ture in Facebook and Twitter, we found that, except for
New York Post, the Facebook accounts of all selected
newspapers allowed users to send a direct message to
the newspaper. However, only three (New York Post,
USA Today, and The Sydney Morning Herald) out of nine
newspapers’ Twitter profiles enabled users to send a
direct message to the newspaper. The newspapers in
our sample are thus more openly accessible on Facebook
than on Twitter. Nevertheless, overall it seems that news‐
papers do not want to be easily accessible. This access
strategy is tied to the discussion about media trans‐
parency (see Craft & Heim, 2008). Interestingly, Facebook
offers page account holders a “page transparency” fea‐
ture and some newspapers in our sample have taken
advantage of this (e.g., The Sydney Morning Herald). This
feature shows users what individual people and organi‐
zations are managing the page and whether the page is
running advertisements.
Eventually an updated model, which included three
categories for the analysis (disclosure, information dis‐
semination, and engagement), was employed for our
measurement purposes. In this model information dis‐
semination and disclosure were considered as one‐way
communication and engagement was considered as
two‐way dialogical communication. Disclosure and infor‐
mation dissemination categories were related to news‐
papers’ efforts to provide new and interesting informa‐
tion to the general public. The engagement category was
related to newspaper efforts to stimulate reactions and
conversations on social media.
To measure all categories, we adapted items for
each category from the model by Shin et al. (2015). For
Facebook posts and Twitter tweets, only one and the
most prominent item was selected. The list of items was
edited and updated during the coding process as coding
screenshots revealed new consistent patterns. After the
coding, unused items were discarded from the data set.
Also, some new items were formed based on their fre‐
quent appearances in the data set. The final list of mea‐
surement items according to the three categories is pre‐
sented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of items used to identify OPR strategies used by newspapers in Facebook and Twitter.
Categories (OPR strategies)

Items in Facebook posts

Items in Twitter tweets

Disclosure

News disclosing journalist(s)’
names/photos

News with tagged journalist(s)

Information dissemination

News headlines
ads for or of the company
opinion
live update
photo story
video
podcast/audio
other (food recipe, meme)

News headlines
news about the industry
ads for or of the company
opinion
live update
photo story
video
podcast/audio
other (food recipe, meme, travel, real estate)

Engagement

polling/voting
open ended question or sentence
survey
game
registration/signup

polling/voting
open ended question or sentence
survey
game
registration/signup
encourage readers to retweet or reply
retweeted or shared content

6. Findings
Given the high frequency of tweets and Facebook posts
published, audiences of these newspapers in our sample
were given a lot of opportunities to engage with news‐
papers on Twitter and Facebook. Newspapers with the
highest average number of tweets/day were The Daily
Telegraph (105), Metro (89), The Wall Street Journal
(68), and USA Today (55). Newspapers with the highest
average number of Facebook posts/day were The Daily
Telegraph (126), Metro (81), The Sydney Morning Herald
(46), and The Wall Street Journal (46). However, our
analysis shows that these newspapers rarely asked or
encouraged audiences to participate in a discussion
about news. Newspapers’ requests for audiences to post
photos, personal experiences, or comment on the news
were only evident in a few posts and tweets. For instance,
The Courier‐Mail posted a poll on Facebook just four
times during the research period; the newspaper also
encouraged readers to like a post with a thumbs‐up
emoji and dislike a post with a sad or angry emoji.
6.1. Newspapers’ Organization–Public Relationships
Strategies in Facebook
We found that newspapers used the information dissem‐
ination strategy in Facebook far more than engagement
and disclosure. On average, 96% of Facebook posts pub‐
lished by newspapers in our sample used this strategy.
Table 2 shows the breakdown of how the newspapers
deployed these strategies via their Facebook account.
In their posts, they mainly concentrated on publish‐
ing and promoting the news rather than content‐seeking
interaction. Other journalistic content like opinions, live
Media and Communication, 2022, Volume 10, Issue 1, Pages 54–65

updates, and videos were published, although much less
frequently. For example, Metro posted a live video of UK
Prime Minister Boris Johnson addressing the nation and
another video of a disappointed brewery owner who had
to pour away beer due to Covid‐19 legislation. The total
number of posts in the information dissemination cat‐
egory indicates that newspapers used Facebook just to
share news (one‐way communication). Few newspapers
used a disclosure strategy on Facebook. Three newspa‐
pers promoted news and opinions with the name or pic‐
ture of the related journalist, which shows them disclos‐
ing to the public some information about their journalists
and the nature of the organization. For instance, The Wall
Street Journal and The Daily Telegraph displayed the
names of journalists who authored news pieces.
On average, only 3% of Facebook posts of these
newspapers used engagement strategies. Newspapers
varied in their use of the engagement strategy on
Facebook. The most frequent item indicating this strat‐
egy on Facebook was an open‐ended question in the
news headline or as a lead sentence of the post. For
instance, The Wall Street Journal used headlines such
as “The US Has Followed Europe in Previous Covid‐19
Surges. Will It Happen Again?” and “A Surge of Children
Crossing the Border. What Happens to Them?” Other
ways to engage on Facebook were used only marginally,
such as polling or surveying, posting about games, and
providing possibilities to register or sign up.
6.2. Newspapers’ Organization–Public Relationships
Strategies in Twitter
As shown in Table 3, the analysis of newspapers’ tweets
shows more variance between OPR strategies on Twitter
59

Table 2. The percentage of nine newspapers’ Facebook posts according to categories and sub‐categories (measurement
items) of OPR strategies.
Category (OPR strategy)/
sub‐category
(measurement items)

The New New
York
York USA
Times
Post Today

The Wall
The
The Herald
Street
The Daily
Sydney
Courier‐
Morning
Journal Telegraph Metro Herald
Mail
Sun

Information dissemination
(avg = 95,8 %)

98%

99%

98,3%

91%

90%

100%

99%

95%

91%

News headlines

88%

96%

84%

87%

78%

89%

84%

84%

62%

1%

1%

1%

Ads for or of the company
Opinion

3%

Live update/coverage

1%

2%
4,8%

1%

4%

Photo story
Video

3%

Podcast/audio

1%

Other content (food recipe,
meme, real estate, travel,
graphic)

2%

Disclosure (avg = 1,1 %)

0%

3%

0%

News disclosing journalist(s)’
names/photos
Engagement (avg = 3,1 %)

2%

1%

2%

1%

Polling/voting
Open ended question
or sentence

1,7%

1%

2%

9%

3%

2%

2%

6%

7%

3%

1%

1%

5%

3%

0%

5%

3%

4%

7%

4%

7%

9,5%

0%

3%

0%

7%

2%

4%

19%

0%

2%
2%

0%

1%

0,8%

4%

7%

4%

0,9%

1%

Survey

3%
1%

1%

Game

2%

Registration/signup

1%

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total number of posts
(N = 904)

100

100

105

100

100

101

100

100
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than was found in newspapers’ Facebook posts. An aver‐
age of 80% of newspapers’ tweets showed evidence of
their use of information dissemination, compared to an
average of 96% on Facebook. An average of 8% of tweets
showed newspapers using disclosure, compared to an
average of 1% on Facebook. An average of 12% of tweets
showed newspapers using engagement, compared to an
average of 3% on Facebook.
The vast majority of these tweets indicated news‐
papers’ use of an information dissemination strategy
and therefore as one‐way communication with audi‐
ences. Newspapers published slightly fewer opinions,
live updates, and videos on Twitter than Facebook. Like
Facebook, promoting other specialized content (e.g.,
food recipes, memes, travel tips and real estate presen‐
tations) existed on Twitter at a marginal level.
The results show that only one newspaper (The
Sydney Morning Herald) employed tagging as an ongo‐
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ing disclosure strategy. The Sydney Morning Herald used
the ‘at’ sign (@) to link to the profile of related journal‐
ists or to display the name of the journalist who wrote
the article. By tagging news items with journalist(s) who
authored them, the newspaper provided information
about its news team to the general public. Tagging of
journalists within tweets was also used by three other
newspapers, but only marginally and not systematically.
Newspapers used an engagement strategy more on
Twitter than on Facebook. As a platform, Twitter enables
newspapers to be more engaging by retweeting and tag‐
ging, which in most cases were the most used items
contributing to this strategy. Seven out of nine newspa‐
pers used retweeting or sharing others’ tweets as part
of their engagement strategy. For example, USA Today
retweeted tweets of their sports and political news
team, local police department, and news editorial’s pod‐
cast team. However, only three newspapers did this
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Table 3. The percentage of nine newspapers’ Twitter tweets according to categories and sub‐categories (measurement
items) of OPR strategies.
Category (OPR strategy)/
sub‐category
(measurement items)

The New New
York
York USA
Times
Post Today

The Wall
The
The Herald
Street
The Daily
Sydney
Courier‐
Morning
Journal Telegraph Metro Herald
Mail
Sun

Information dissemination
(avg = 80 %)

82%

99%

78,5%

94%

81%

73%

36%

85%

91%

News headlines

72%

92%

65%

90%

74%

70%

26%

81%

78%

News about the industry

1%

Ads for or of the company

1%

1%

2%

3%

2%

Opinion
Live update/coverage

4%

Photo story

1%

Video

2%

2%

Other content (food recipe,
meme, travel, real estate)

3%

Disclosure (avg = 8%)

2%

News/articles with tagged
journalist(s)

2%

16%

7%

12,5%

2%

2%

1%

2%

2%

1%

7%

64%

4%

2%

64%

4%

2%

0%

11%

7%

3%

0%

1%

0%

21,5%

0%

6%

0%

19%

0%

27%

Polling/voting

1%

Open‐ended question
or sentence

2%

16%

2%

Survey

1%

Game

1%

2%

Registration/signup
Encourage readers to
retweet or reply

3%
1%
1%

3%

Podcast/audio

Engagement (avg = 12%)

1%

1%

1%
1%

Retweeted or shared content

15%

Total

100

Total number of tweets
(N = 903)

100

1%

1%

4%

20,5%

4%

2%

27%

100

100

100

100

100

100

105

99

100

100

systematically during the data collection period. They
used retweeting to promote content their journalists had
tweeted earlier or the newspapers’ other Twitter pro‐
files (e.g., the newspapers’ political team or entertain‐
ment team) had tweeted. All other engagement strat‐
egy items, excluding open‐ended questions or sentences
by The Daily Telegraph, were seldom employed and
only marginally used among newspapers. Using open‐
ended questions in tweets that either dealt with con‐
flicting issues or entertainment, The Daily Telegraph
sought to spark discussion in comments and increase
the number of clicks. For example, the newspaper
used sentences like “Do you agree?”, “What do you
think?”, and “Is this fair?” at the end of its news tweets.
The Daily Telegraph also embedded dedicated pictures in
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6%

1%

100

100

100

99

100

100

its tweets alongside news‐related questions such as “Has
Meghan and Harry’s interview changed your opinion of
the royal family?’’
Multiple factors could explain the different engage‐
ment levels on newspapers’ Facebook and Twitter sites.
As noted earlier, Twitter is a more news‐oriented plat‐
form while Facebook is considered more as a social net‐
work (Ju et al., 2014; Kalsnes & Larsson, 2018). Also,
Twitter enables retweeting and tagging of posts, which
were often used by newspapers. Another reason may
be that Twitter users and Facebook users are inter‐
ested in very different content and levels of engagement.
In sum, it would seem that newspapers do not have
a well‐thought‐out strategy for engagement on differ‐
ent platforms.
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7. Conclusions
This study examined how some of the most popular
newspapers in Australia, the US, and the UK use relation‐
ship cultivation and dialogic communication strategies
in their Facebook and Twitter accounts. It contributes
to media work research with a relational approach to
audiences (Coddington et al., 2018; Hepp, 2020; Hepp
& Loosen, 2019; Lewis et al., 2014; Picard, 2011; Villi
& Picard, 2019). Although this research advocates that
media organizations should adopt a relational approach
to view audiences as relational partners in the mutually
beneficial process of news formation, distribution and
promotion, this literature has not examined strategies
to develop and maintain audience relationships in social
media. Thus, our study adopted OPR theory to analyse
the strategies used by newspapers to build such relation‐
ships via their social media accounts.
Overall, our study’s findings show that newspapers
do not use very engaging methods in Facebook or Twitter
to activate and maintain relationships with their audi‐
ences. Instead, newspapers mainly employ an informa‐
tion dissemination strategy on both social media sites,
while engagement and disclosure strategies played only
a supporting role in their cultivation of organizational
relationships with their audiences. The access strategy
was almost non‐existent, indicating that newspapers do
not want to be as accessible as they could be. Most of
their Facebook and Twitter posts did not contain any
engaging features. Only a few newspapers asked the pub‐
lic to post pictures or encouraged followers to participate
in the discussion.
This indicates that although Facebook and Twitter
are conducive to media‒audience interaction and thus
encourage closer relational ties, these newspapers pre‐
ferred one‐way communication with their audiences in
these social media sites. It, therefore, seems that news‐
papers are stuck in the old news dissemination (i.e.,
publication of news) mindset, even though social media
presents opportunities for more two‐way communica‐
tion between newspapers and audiences. This suggests
newspaper management and journalists are satisfied
with a social media communication model in which they
constantly distribute news headlines (with links back to
the full stories on their news sites) via their social media
sites and rely on their audiences to pass on this news to
their social networks, thus contributing to audience con‐
sumption and news marketing targets.
This study contributes to online participatory journal‐
ism research (see Engelke et al., 2019, for a review of this
literature) by providing empirical evidence showing how
newspapers are seeking (or not seeking) audience par‐
ticipation in their news distribution practices via social
media. We suggest that newspapers’ lack of engagement
with audiences in social media limits the ability of audi‐
ence members to enhance a story’s prominence and thus
draw attention to it (Almgren & Olsson, 2016; Larsson,
2018). It seems ironic that although audience engage‐
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ment has become a key performance indicator of journal‐
istic production (Cherubini & Nielsen, 2016), the news‐
papers in our study did not employ many engagement
strategies. We acknowledge that although our measure‐
ment of engagement is likely to be different to the way
other studies measure engagement, this deserves closer
attention in future participatory journalism research into
media engagement with audiences.
Given that media organizations, as information inter‐
mediaries, are quite different to most other types of
organizations, it may at first seem surprising that our
main finding, that newspapers predominantly used an
information dissemination strategy, correlates closely
with the findings of other OPR studies (e.g., Bortree &
Seltzer, 2009; Lovejoy et al., 2012; Rybalko & Seltzer,
2010; Shin et al., 2015). OPR studies predominantly have
examined relationship‒cultivation strategies of typical
business‐to‐consumer corporations and non‐profit orga‐
nizations. Shin et al. (2015) examined strategies used
by corporations producing different types of products
(durable, non‐durable and services). However, this is the
first known study into how media organizations use OPR
strategies in social media.
Our finding that newspapers predominantly used an
information dissemination strategy seems fitting at first
glance. Indeed, newspapers specialize in the constant dis‐
semination of social, economic, and political information
to their audiences. Although a dissemination‐first mind‐
set traditionally and predominantly takes place in their
proprietary news sites, it seems this practice carries over
into social media sites as well. This shows that newspa‐
pers do not take seriously the post‐dissemination prac‐
tices linked to engagement (see Dutceac Segesten et al.,
2020), particularly distribution, which advances mutually
beneficial relations with audience members. We argue
that if news outlets want to build closer relations with
audience members, they must engage more with audi‐
ences in social media.
This study did not adequately investigate media
workers’ roles and responsibilities in engaging in rela‐
tional and dialogic communication with audiences in
social media. We concur with Malmelin and Villi (2016)
that the journalist role of communication facilitator in
online communities, in which journalists and other edi‐
torial workers seek to inspire discussions about news
content, is vital for media organizations aiming to boost
market share. Audiences’ news‐sharing practices, led by
these media workers as communication facilitators, con‐
tributes to extending the reach of news content and audi‐
ences engaging in this content.
There are a number of limitations within our study.
First, we disclose that we only looked at engagement
strategies of newspapers themselves, not how audiences
actually engaged in news content (e.g., we did not con‐
sider the quantity of user responses to newspapers’
posts). We also did not compare the strategies of news‐
papers across countries. Another clear limitation is that
we did not examine social media posts of other types of
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media organizations, such as television and radio news
programs and news magazines. Also, we only examined
posts (1807 in total) within a two‐week period in March
2021, and thus we did not conduct a longitudinal study,
which may have revealed more engagement strategies
during highly public events (such as celebrity scandals).
Finally, we did not look at the social media profiles and
posts of journalists (Holton & Molyneux, 2018) or of
newspapers’ subsidiary social media profiles (e.g., politi‐
cal and entertainment news teams). Studies suggest sub‐
stantial proportions of journalists now hold social media
accounts, with Twitter sign‐up rates of around 70–80% in
Western countries (Pole & Gulyas, 2015). Future research
may explore these personal journalistic profiles to see
if they lead to closer relational ties between journalists
and audiences (e.g., Engelke et al., 2019) and between
media outlets and audiences. It would also be interesting
to explore if relationship cultivation strategies of engage‐
ment are dominant in journalists’ posts on their social
media sites.
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